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THE Sustainable Brands conference is making its way to Kuala
Lumpur to advance the adoption
of sustainability practices in the
country.
Malaysia is the latest stop for
the conference, out of the 11 international cities it is held in.
Themed “Future Forward,
Sustainable Brands Kuala Lumpur
2019”, it will showcase the role of
science, technology, innovation
and partnerships in putting sustainability into action.
Touted to provide an instant
immersion into sustainability and
its importance, it will also highlight the role that brands can play
in creating a sustainable future,
through industry and brand transformation.
“Delegates will be able to discover how different industries ranging from tech, fashion and financial services, to academia,
non-governmental organisations
(NGO) and social enterprises are
integrating sustainability into their
business philosophy and operations to ‘profit with purpose’,” said
Invictus Blue Group chief executive officer and SB’19KL convenor
Gerald Miranda.
Acacia Blue is the country partner for Sustainable Brands US in
Malaysia and Singapore.
The annual conference will kick
off with a keynote address by
Energy, Science, Technology,
Environment and Climate Change
Minister Yeo Bee Yin, who will
touch on responsible consumption
and the circular economy.
Other notable speakers include
United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) resident representative for Malaysia, Singapore
and Brunei Niloy Banerjee, who

Going beyond
corporate branding

International conference in KL to show how
industries can integrate sustainability into business
will share specific initiatives and
insights on UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in
Malaysia.
In addition, for the first time in
Malaysia, Future Fit Foundation
UK will introduce the Future Fit
Business Benchmark, a global
common science-based standard
to measure returns on social capital.
The benchmark enables companies, with or without SDG-linked
objectives, to set better goals and
improve day-to-day decisions by
providing a means to measure,
navigate and benchmark KPIs.
This is especially valuable for
Malaysian entities looking to make
a mark in international markets,
in line with increasing global
requirements for compliance with
ESG standards and transparency
in supply chains.
“Demand for new products, services and business models that
deliver purpose and profit is soaring and it’s the resilient brand
leaders of the 21st century who
will thrive.
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“Pathways towards a sustainable economy already exist — from
the sharing economy to the circular economy to bio-inspired
designs.
“Many brands are reinventing
themselves in response to changing norms and are successfully
scaling sustainability to the

next level.
“The global Sustainable Brands
community remains at the forefront of sustainability-led brand
innovation.
“Many have already made significant progress embedding sustainability into the core of their
organisational strategy and are
now testing what this means at the
product and service-design level.”
He added, “What is exciting is
that we are seeing uncommon
partnerships that are further
unlocking new ways to tackle systemic roadblocks and bringing
new business models to market
more quickly.
“Our goal for SB’19KL is to provide a strong platform for corporates, enterprises and NOGs to
access and leverage these insights,
challenges and innovations.”
International Partnerships
Sustainable Brands US head Daniel
Krohn added, “With a 2030 climate deadline looming and several other developmental issues on
our hands, next-generation sustainability business performance

and metrics are becoming increasingly critical for success.
“SB’19KL is the perfect platform
that provides two days of accelerated learning on sustainability and
the opportunities to tap perspectives from global practitioners
across different industry sectors
on how they continue to transform their businesses by integrating sustainability and purpose into
their brand philosophy.”
According to Miranda, while
consumer trust in brands was
declining worldwide, brands that
are courageously tapping purpose
to create value are demonstrating
substantially more resilience
through this transition.
“Sustainability is a major factor
that affects the purchasing decisions of today’s youth. Some 85%
are willing to switch brands if they
know that a brand contributes
back to society and 91% of youths
want to be involved with socially
responsible companies. This
underpins the fact that sustainability resonates intrinsically with
the youth of today,” he added.
The conference will also feature
a plastic management roundtable.
Moderated by Puan Sri Maimon
Arif Patail, the roundtable will discuss the new Rs of Plastic —
reduce, reuse, recycle, recover and
replace — with perspectives from
policymakers, industry, brand
owners, materials innovators and
NGOs.
The end goal is to bridge solutions towards building a circular
economy for plastics in Malaysia.
SB’19KL will be held on Oct 8
and 9 at The Majestic Hotel Kuala
Lumpur. For details and to book
tickets for the conference, visit
https://sb19kualalumpur.com/

Furniture design competition returns for 11th edition
By FARID WAHAB
faridwahab@thestar.com.my
STRIKING the right balance
between aesthetic appeal and
marketability is the key to successful furniture design.
The 11th edition of the
Furniture Design Competition
(FDC) aims to unearth the next
generation of designers who will
keep this in mind when coming up
with products.
Themed “Kids Wonderland”,
contestants will be judged on their
furniture designs meant for children aged four to 10 years old.
Twenty shortlisted finalists will
have a chance to showcase their
designs at the 26th Malaysian
International Furniture Fair 2020
(MIFF) which will be held at the
Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
and Malaysia International Trade
and Exhibition Centre in Kuala
Lumpur, from March 6 to 9 next
year.
FDC 2020 was launched at
PWTC. A seminar was also held
for 250 participants from 17 local
universities.
MIFF general manager Karen
Goi said the competition received
more than 2,000 entries since it
was first held in 2010.
“Many of our past winners have
successfully launched their
careers as furniture designers
while some are working with local
furniture manufacturers.
“The growing export of
Malaysian furniture has increased
demand for talented furniture
designers,” she said.
FDC chief judge Dr Eric Leong
said participants must ensure that
their designs were practical.
“It is important that the designs
are not only aesthetically pleasing

(From fourth left) Yap Wei, Walter, Dr Tan, Dr Leong, Goi and Wee at the launch of the Furniture Design Competition in Kuala Lumpur.
but also responsive to market
demand,” he said, adding that
safety aspects were also an important consideration.
“Participants must identify their
target audience and their needs,
which are the children while also
paying attention to the target buyers, their parents.
“Keep your designs minimal,
but impactful,” he said.
BSL Furniture Sdn Bhd marketing director Nick Wee concurred,
adding that designers must be sen-

sitive to the culture of their target
markets.
“For example, European markets favour Scandinavian designs
while in the United States, contemporary designs are popular.
“Matching the target audience’s
culture with the design will ensure
the furniture has high marketability,” he said.
Also present at the seminar
were Zangtoria Design chief
designer Victoria Pamela Yap Wei,
Element Furniture design director

Walter Tan and MIFF founder and
chairman Datuk Dr Tan Chin
Huat.
The competition is open to anyone under 40, including foreigners
with valid permits. It will close on
Oct 29.
Participants will be judged in
two rounds after which 20 finalists will be shortlisted.
Winners will be announced on
March 8 at MIFF 2020.
First, second and third prize
winners will receive RM5,000,

RM3,000 and RM2,000 respectively, as well as trophies, while finalists will receive certificates.
There are also special awards
for instructors and participating
institutions, namely “Best Mentor
Award” and “Best Institution
Award”.
Held annually in March, MIFF is
a furniture trade show which
attracts over 20,000 industry
experts from 140 countries.
For details, visit www.mifffdc.
com

